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ABSTRACT

contact – a phone call, an email, or physical proximity – between two entities at a specific point in time, we have an
evolving network structure [26] where a temporal path represents a sequence of contacts that obeys time. A temporal
strong component is a set of vertices where all pairwise temporal paths exist, just like a strong component in a graph is
a set of vertices where all pairwise paths exist. We present
a formal treatment and discuss properties of the temporal
strong components we find in Twitter and phone call networks towards the end of the manuscript (Section 6).
Surprisingly, checking if an evolving network has a temporal strong component of size k is NP-complete [40, 5]. For
some intuition, we present a “wrong” reduction from the
perspective of establishing NP-hardness. A temporal strong
component of size k corresponds to a clique of size k in
a temporal reachability graph where each edge represents
a temporal path between vertices. Finding the maximum
clique, then, reveals the largest temporal strong component.
At a first glance, this is no help as even approximating the
largest clique is hard [34]. Yet, many real-world problems do
not elicit worst-cast behavior from well-designed algorithms.
We propose a state-of-the-art exact maximum clique finder
and use it to investigate cliques in temporal reachability networks as well as social and information networks. We demonstrate that finding the largest clique in big social and information networks is fast (Table 1). By way of example, we
can find the maximum clique in social networks with nearly
two billion edges in about 20 minutes with a 16-processor
shared memory system. In fact, for most social networks,
the majority of time is spent doing serialized preprocessing work. Empirically, our method is observed to have a
roughly linear runtime (Figure 1) for these networks. As
a point of comparison, our new solver significantly outperforms one of our prior clique finders [47] as well as an off
the shelf clique enumerator (Section 5). Consequently, we
expect our maximum clique algorithms to be useful for tasks
such as analyzing large networks, evaluation of graph generators, community detection, and anomaly detection.
Our algorithm is a branch and bound method with novel
and aggressive pruning strategies. Four key components
stand out as features contributing to its efficiency. First,
the algorithm begins by finding a large clique using a fast
heuristic; the obtained solution is checked for optimality, and
in fact, in many cases turns out to be optimal. Second, the
algorithm uses the heuristic solution, in combination with
bounds on the largest clique, in order to guide the pruning
strategy. Third, we use implicit graph edits and periodic full
graph updates in order to keep our implementation efficient.

We propose a fast, parallel, maximum clique algorithm for
large, sparse graphs that is designed to exploit characteristics of social and information networks. We observe roughly
linear runtime scaling over graphs between 1000 vertices and
100M vertices. In a test with a 1.8 billion-edge social network, the algorithm finds the largest clique in about 20 minutes. For social networks, in particular, we found that using
the core number of a vertex in combination with a good
heuristic clique finder efficiently removes the vast majority
of the search space. In addition, we parallelize the exploration of the search tree. In the algorithm, processes immediately communicate changes to upper and lower bounds on
the size of maximum clique, which occasionally results in a
super-linear speedup because vertices with especially large
search spaces can be pruned by other processes. We use this
clique finder to investigate the size of the largest temporal
strong components in dynamic networks, which requires finding the largest clique in a particular temporal reachability
graph.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.2.2 [Graph theory]: Graph algorithms;
computation]: Dynamic graph algorithms

[Theory of

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
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1.

INTRODUCTION

We began studying how to compute cliques quickly in order to compute the largest temporal strong component of
a dynamic network [40, 5]. When each edge represents a
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Fourth, we parallelize the search procedure in a manner useful for shared memory and distributed computing.
We make our implementation and further experiments
available in an online appendix.

Table 1: For each of the social and information networks in this study we find the largest clique in less
than 21 minutes. The size of an initial heuristic
clique is ω̃ and the actual maximum clique is ω.

http://www.cs.purdue.edu/~dgleich/codes/maxcliques
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2.

celegans
dmela

MAXIMUM CLIQUES IN SOCIAL AND
INFORMATION NETWORKS

We experiment with 32 networks in 8 broad classes of social and information data. Later, we also consider temporal
reachability networks (Section 6). In the online appendix,
we present a more extensive collection of around 80 networks.
Table 1 describes the properties of the data, shows the size
of the largest clique, and states the time taken to find it. We
plot the runtime pictorially in Figure 1, which demonstrates
linear scaling between 1000 vertices and 100M vertices. Below, we briefly explain the source of the data, what cliques
in the data signify, and some interesting observations about
cliques in social and information networks.
For all of the following networks, we discard any edge
weights, self-loops, and only consider the largest strongly
connected component. In contrast to the temporal components we describe later, in this section we mean the standard strong components. If the graph is directed, we then
remove non-reciprocated edges. This strategy will identify
fully-directed cliques.
1. Biological networks. We study a network where the
nodes are proteins and the edges represent protein-protein
interactions (dmela [52]) and another where the nodes are
substrates and the edges are metabolic reactions (celegans) [20].
Cliques in these networks are biologically relevant modules.
2. Collaboration networks. These are networks in
which nodes represent individuals and edges represent scientific collaborations or movie production collaborations (mathscinet [44], dblp, hollywood [7]). Large cliques in these networks are expected because they are formed when collaborations have many participants.
3. Interaction networks. Here, nodes represent individuals and edges represent interaction in the form of message
posts (wiki-talk [36]).
4. Retweet networks. In retweet networks, nodes are
Twitter users and edges represent whether the users have
retweeted each other. We collected this network ourself.
Cliques are groups of users that have all mutually retweeted
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Figure 1: The empirical runtime of our clique finder
in social and information networks scales almost linearly with the network dimension.
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each other and may represent an interest cartel or anomaly.
5. Technological networks. The nodes in these networks are routers (as-skitter, rl-caida [10], whois [61]), and
edges are observed communications between the entities.
6. Web link networks. Here, nodes are web-pages and
edges are hyperlinks between pages (wikipedia [28], arabic2005, it-2004, uk-2005 [6]). The largest clique represents the
largest set of pages where full pairwise navigation is possible.
7. Facebook networks. The nodes are people and edges
represent “Facebook friendships” (CMU, MIT, Stanford, Berkeley, UIllinois, Penn, Texas [58], fb-a, fb-b [62], uci-uni [27]).
8. Social networks. Nodes are again people and edges
represent social relationships in terms of friendship or follower (orkut [38], LiveJournal [3], flickr [29], gowalla [13],
slashdot [37], youtube [39], twitter [35], friendster [Internet
Archive]).
In our investigation of these maximum cliques, we found:
• For the twitter network, the nodes in the largest clique
are a strange set of spam accounts and legitimate accounts with thousands of followers and following thousands. We believe that most members of this clique likely
reciprocate all follower relationships.
• Technological networks have surprisingly large cliques.
Given that a clique represents an overly redundant set
of edges, this would suggest that these cliques represent
over-built technology, or critical groups of nodes.
• In the online appendix we study the relationship between
the largest k-core and the largest clique. In collaboration

networks we find that the largest k-core is a clique for every graph. Social networks, in comparison, have a much
larger difference between the two, which suggests a fundamental difference in the types of networks formed via
collaboration relationships versus social relationships.
• Our heuristic (Section 4.1) found the largest clique in 17
of the 32 instances. In the larger set considered online,
it finds the largest in 52 of 72 networks. This property
helps the branch and bound algorithm terminate quickly.

3.

hood graphs, there is a vertex in some neighborhood graph
for each edge in G. Thus, there are a total of O(|E|) vertices in all neighborhoods. By the same argument, there are
O(|E| + |T |) edges where |T | is the total number of triangles
in the graph. Consequently, the total work in computing
these bounds is O(|E| + |T |).

4. OUR MAXIMUM CLIQUE FINDER
The method we employ is a branch and bound strategy. It
begins by finding a large clique using a fast heuristic method
(Section 4.1). Using the lower bound from the heuristic, we
conduct an initial pruning of the graph by utilizing bounds
on the largest clique possible at each vertex (Section 4.2).
Next, we run the main search loop, which we describe in
Section 4.3. We focus our description on how we use the
neighborhood information to further prune the search space
based on core numbers and coloring. We also mention the
order of vertices explored in the search – others found this to
be particularly important in clique finders [24]. Finally, we
discuss how to parallelize the procedure in Section 4.4 and
its performance characteristics in Section 5. For reference
throughout this discussion, we give a pseudocode for the
method in Figures 2 and 3.

BOUNDS ON THE CLIQUE SIZE

As a prelude to our algorithm, we review a few easy to
derive upper bounds on the size of the largest clique ω(G).
These bounds will allow us to terminate our algorithm once
we’ve found something that hits the upper-bound or stop a
local search early because there is no larger clique present.
A simple upper bound on the size of the largest clique
is the maximum degree in the graph. Usually, this is too
simple to be useful. A stronger bound on the size of the
largest clique comes from the k-cores of the network. A kcore in a graph G is a vertex induced subgraph where all
vertices have degree at least k [51]. The core number of a
vertex v is the largest k such that v is in a k-core. Suppose
that G contains a clique of size k, then each vertex in the
clique has degree k − 1 and the entire graph must have a
k − 1-core. Consequently, if K(G) is the largest core number
of any vertex in G, then K(G) + 1 is an upper bound on
the clique size. In contrast to cliques, the core numbers of
all vertices in a graph can be computed with a linear time
algorithm due to Batagelj et al. [4].
The value K(G) is also known as the degeneracy of the
graph. The quantity K(G) + 1 is an upper-bound on the
number of colors used by a greedy coloring algorithm that
processes vertices in order of decreasing core numbers – also
known as degeneracy order [25]. Note that the number of
colors used by any greedy coloring of G is also an upperbound on the size of the largest clique because a clique of
size k requires k colors. Let L(G) be the number of colors
used by a greedy coloring algorithm that uses the degeneracy
order. Then L(G) ≤ K(G) + 1 and we get a potentially
tighter bound on the size of the largest clique. The bound
L(G) can be computed in linear time with some care on the
implementation of the greedy coloring scheme. At this point,
we have the bounds:

4.1 A fast heuristic
The goal of our heuristic is to find a large clique in the
graph quickly. It is similar to previous clique heuristics [47]
that explore a neighborhood and pick a clique among high
degree vertices. Our heuristic search differs as we use the
core numbers of each vertex to guide the search instead.
Starting at each vertex in the graph, the algorithm greedily builds a clique by testing vertices in order of their core
numbers. Because the core numbers are also a lower-bound
on the size of the largest clique a vertex participates in, we
can efficiently prune the greedy exploration. As mentioned
in the previous section, this heuristic finds the largest clique
in the graph in over half of the social networks we consider.

4.2 Initial pruning
After our algorithm finds a heuristic clique H using the
core numbers of the vertices, it puts those numbers to another strategic use. Suppose we find a clique in G of size
ω̃ = |H|. Then we can elminate all vertices with core numbers strictly less than ω̃ from our search. This pruning operation works because a clique of size ω̃ + 1 or larger must
have vertices with core numbers at least ω̃. In a few cases,
this step suffices to certify that H is the maximum clique as
we remove all of the graph. This happens, for instance, with
LiveJournal. Moreover, this pruning procedure reduces the
memory requirements quite significantly for most networks.
Note that in this initial pruning, vertices are explicitly removed from the graph. However, vertices removed in future
pruning steps are simply marked as deleted in an index array. Future graph operations, such as neighborhood queries,
check this array before returning their contents.

ω(G) ≤ L(G) ≤ K(G) + 1.
We can further improve these bounds by using one additional fact about the largest clique. Any neighborhood
graph of a vertex within the largest clique has a clique of
the same size within the neighborhood graph as well. The
way our algorithm proceeds is by iteratively removing vertices from the graph that cannot be in the largest clique. Let
NR (v) be the vertex-induced subgraph of G corresponding
to v and all neighbors of v that haven’t been removed from
the graph yet. All the bounds above apply to finding the
largest clique in each of these neighborhood subgraphs. We
then have:

4.3 Searching
After we reduce the size of the graph via the initial pruning, we then run a search strategy over all the remaining
vertex neighborhoods in the graph. The algorithm we run
is similar to a standard branch and bound scheme for maximal clique enumeration [9]. However, we unroll the first two

ω(G) ≤ max L(NR (v)) ≤ max K(NR (v)) + 1.
v

v

Computing these bounds requires slightly more than linear
work. For each vertex, we must form the neighborhood
graph. If we look at the union of all of these neighbor3

Figure 3: Our maximum clique algorithm. See Section 4.4 for details about how to parallelize it.

Figure 2: Our greedy heuristic to find a large clique.
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Heuristic (G) : returns H , a large clique in G
H = {}, max = 0
for each vertex v in d e c r e a s ing core number order
Return if v ’s core number is less than max
Let S be the neighs . of v with core numbers > max
Set C = {}
for each vertex u in S by d e c r e a si ng core numbers
if C ∪ u is a clique , add u to C
if |C| > max, H = C and max = |H|
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1

levels of branching and apply our clique bounds in order to
find only the largest clique.
At this point, we wish to introduce a bit of terminology.
Let NR (v) (recall this from Section 3) and dR (v) be the
reduced neighborhood graph of v and the reduced degree of
v. These sets do not contain any vertices that have been
removed from the graph due to changes in the lower-bound
on the clique size due to k-cores and any vertices whose local
searches have terminated. With a risk of being overly formal,
let ω̃ be the current best lower-bound on the clique size, and
let X be a set of vertices removed via searching. Then:
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NR (v) = G({v} ∪ {u : (u, v) ∈ E, K(u) >= ω̃, u 6∈ X}).
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We explore the remaining vertices in order of the smallest
to largest reduced degree (see Figure 3, Clique, main loop).
For each vertex, we explore it’s neighborhood using the function InitialBranch. After initial branch returns, we have
found the largest clique involving that vertex, and so we can
remove it from the graph. Again, this is done by marking
it as removed in an array. We did, however, find it advantageous to periodically recreate the graph data structure in
light of all the edits and recompute k-cores. This reduces the
cost of the intersection operations. In addition, we believe
that this step aggregates memory access to a more compact
region thereby improving caching on the processor. We do
this every four seconds of wall clock time.
The first step of InitialBranch is a test to check if any
of our bounds rule out finding a bigger clique in the neighborhood of u. To do so, we compute the core numbers for
each vertex in the neighborhood subgraph. If the largest
core number in the neighborhood graph is no better than
the current lower bound, we immediately return and add
the vertex to the list of searched vertices. If it isn’t, then
we compute a greedy coloring of the subgraph using the degeneracy order. Using the coloring bound from Section 3,
we can immediately return if there is no large clique present.
If none of these checks pass, then we enter into a recursive
search procedure that examines all subsets of the neighborhood in a search for cliques via the Branch function.
The Branch function maintains a subgraph P and a clique
C. The invariant shared by these sets is that we can add
any vertex from P to C and get a clique one vertex larger.
We pick a vertex and do this. (To be precise, we pick the
vertex with the largest color but we do not believe this choice
is critical.) We then check if the clique C ′ is maximal by
testing if there is any set P ′ that exists that satisfies our
invariant. If it’s a maximal clique, then we check against
our current best clique H, and update it if we found a larger
clique. If it is not, then we test if it’s possible that C ′
and P ′ have a big clique. The biggest clique possible is
|C ′ | + ω(P ′ ) ≤ |C ′ | + L(P ′ ), and so the function Recolor
computes a new greedy coloring to get the upper bound

9
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Clique(G) : returns the largest clique in G
K = C o r e N u m bers(G )
H = Heuristic (G , K)
Remove vertices with K(v) < |H| E x p l i c itly
while |G| > 0
Let u be the vertex with smallest reduced degree
I n i t i a l Br anch(u ,G )
Remove u from G
Periodically , e x p l i c itly remove vertices from G.
InitialBranch(u, G) : Check bounds and start at u
Set P = NR (u) and return if |P | ≤ |H|.
KN = C o r e N u mb ers( P) set K(P ) = maxv∈P KN (v)
If K(P ) + 1 ≤ |H|, return
Remove any vertex with KN (v) ≤ |H| from P
L = G r e e d y C o lor ing(P , KN )
if L ≤ |H|, return
Branch ({}, P )
Branch(C, P) : Explore cliques with C and P
while |P | > 0 and |P | + |C| > |H|
Select a vertex u from P and remove u from P
C ′ = C ∪ {u}
P ′ = P ∩ {NR (u)}
if |P ′ | > 0
Recolor (P ′ ) and set L to the coloring number
if |C ′ | + L > |H|, Branch (C ′ ,P ′ )
else if |C ′ | > |H| C ’ is maximal
Set H to C ′ new max clique !
Remove any v with K(v) < |H| from G. I m p l i c itly

L(P ′ ). Unlike the greedy coloring above, we do not use the
degeneracy ordering as it was not worth the extra work in
our investigations. If C ′ and P ′ pass these tests, we recurse
on C ′ and P ′ .
We stress that it becomes tedious to detail every relevant
performance enhancement inside our implementation and refer interested readers to the code itself. To give a small
example, we use an adjacency matrix structure for small
graphs in order to facilitate O(1) edge checks. We use a
fast O(d) neighborhood set intersection procedure, and have
many other optimizations throughout the code.
In the overall procedure, we believe the following steps are
most important:
· finding a good initial clique via our heuristic,
· using the smallest to largest ordering in the main loop; this
helps ensure that neighborhoods of high degree vertices are
as small as possible,
· using efficient data structures for all the operations and
graph updates, and
· aggressively using k-core bounds and coloring bounds to
remove vertices early.

4.4 Parallelization
As mentioned before, we have parallelized the clique search
procedure. Our own implementation uses shared memory,
but we’ll describe the parallelization procedure such that it
could be used with a distributed memory architecture as
well. The parallel constructs we utilize are a worker taskqueue and a global broadcast channel. In fact, the basic
algorithm remains the same. We compute the majority of
the preprocessing work in serial with the exception of a parallel search for the heuristic clique. Here, we assume that
each worker has a copy of the graph and distribute vertices
4

to workers to find the best heuristic clique in the neighborhood. In serial, we reduce the graph in light of the bounds,
and then re-distribute a copy of the graph to all workers. At
this point, we view the main while loop as a task generator and farm the current vertex out to a worker to find the
largest clique in that neighborhood. Workers cooperate by
communicating improved bounds between each other whenever they find a clique and whenever they remove a vertex
from the graph using the shared broadcast channel. When a
worker receives an updated bound, we have found that it’s
often possible for that worker to terminate its own search
at once. In this manner, the speedup from our parallel algorithm can be super linear since we are less dependent on the
precise order of vertices explored – something that is known
to affect clique finders greatly. In our own shared memory
implementation, we avoid some of the communications by
using global arrays and locked updates.
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Figure 4: Speedup of our parallel maximum clique
algorithm on social and information networks. We
only see mild speedup because the majority can be
solvedwithin seconds using the sequential algorithm.
Single process runtime in parentheses.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS

As we illustrated in Table 1 and Figure 1, the runtime
of our clique finder on social and information networks is
fast, and it exhibits roughly linear scaling as we increase
the problem size. We used a two processor, Intel E5-2760
system with 16 cores and 256 GB of memory for those tests
and the remaining tests. None of the experiments came close
to using all the memory.
In this section, we will be concerned with three questions. Does our parallelization scheme work? How does
our method compare to other clique finders on social and information networks? And finally, is the tighter upper bound
that results from using neighborhood cores worth the additional expense? In the following, we call our own algorithm
from Figures 2 and 3 “pmc.” The version without neighborhood cores uses the same strategy, but eliminates lines 3–6
of the InitialBranch function. Instead of using the degeneracy ordering to compute the GreedyColoring, we use a
largest degree-first ordering.
For these results, we will use problems from the 20 year
old DIMACS clique challenge [59] to study the performance
of our clique finder on an established benchmark of difficult problems. In the interest of space, we do not present
individual data on them. These graphs are all small: 45—
1500 vertices. However, they contain an enormous number
of edges and triangles compared with social networks. The
number of triangles ranges between 34,000 and 520 million.
Of the 57 graphs our method was able to solve, we divide
them into an easy set of 26 graphs, where our algorithm terminates in less than a second and a hard set of 32 graphs
which take between one second and an hour.
Parallel Speedup. In Figure 4 we show the speedup as
we add processes to our pmc method for three social networks. In Figure 5 we show speedup results of pmc for 7
of the DIMACS networks. The runtime for both includes
all the serialized preprocessing work, such as computing the
core numbers initially. The figures illustrate two different
behaviors. For social networks, we only get mild speedups
on 16-cores for the largest problem (soc-orkut). For the DIMACS graphs, we observe roughly linear and, occasionally,
super-linear performance increases as we increase the number of processes. These results indicate our parallelization
works well and helps reduce the runtime for difficult problems.
Performance Profile Plots. For the two remaining

questions, we use a performance profile plot to compare algorithms [17]. These plots compare the performance of multiple algorithm on a range of problems. They are similar
to ROC curves in that the best results are curves that lie
towards the upper left. Suppose we have N total problem
and that an algorithm solves M of them within 4 times the
speed of the best solver for each problem. Then we would
have a point (τ, p) = (log2 4, M/N ). Note that the horizontal axes reflects a speed difference factor of 2τ . The fraction
of problems that an algorithm cannot solve is given by the
right-most point on the curve. In Figure 6(a), for instance,
the Bron-Kerbosch (BK) algorithm only solves around 80%
of the problems in the test set.
Figure 6(a), social and information network. We
compare pmc, with and without neighborhood cores, to an
implementation of the Bron-Kerbosch (BK) algorithm in the
igraph network analysis package [16] and to one of our prior
algorithms (fmc) [47]. Based on the interpretation of the performance profile plot, we find little difference between using
the neighborhood cores and eliminating them – although it
is a bit faster without them. However, we find a big difference between our clique finder and the alternatives. Compared to the BK algorithm, we are over 1000 times faster for
some problems, and we solve all of the instances. Compared
to the fmc algorithm, we are about 50 times faster. This
illustrates that our algorithm uses properties of the social
and information networks to hone in on the largest clique
quickly.
Figures 6(b) and 6(c), DIMACS networks. On the
32 hard instances of DIMACS problems, in the serial case,
the neighborhood cores greatly help reduce the work in the
majority of cases. In a few cases, they resulted in a large
increase in work (the point furthest to the right in the serial
figure). All of the work involved in computing these cores
is parallelized, and we observe that, in parallel, using them
is never any worse than about 20.5 ≈ 144% the speed of the
fastest method.
Summary of results.
· our parallelization strategy is effective,
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Figure 6: Performance Profiles. Comparing PMC to a version without the neighborhood core pruning and
ordering.
edges between vertices in V . Each edge (u, v, t) has a unique
time t ∈ R+ .
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For such a temporal network, a path represents a sequence
of edges that must be traversed in increasing order of edge
times. That is, if each edge represents a contact between
two entities, then a path is a feasible route for information.
Definition 6.2 (temporal paths). A temporal path from
u to w in G = (V, ET ) is a sequence of edges e1 , . . . , ek such
that the e1 = (u, v1 , t1 ), . . . , ek = (uk , w, tk ) where vj = uj+1
and tj < tj+1 for all j = 1 to k. We say that u is temporally
connected to w if there is such a temporal path.
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This definition echoes the standard definition of a path, but
adds the additional constraint that paths must follow the
directionality of time. Temporal paths are inherently asymmetric because of the directionality of time.
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Figure 5: Speedup of our parallel maximum clique
finder compared to a sequential version. Notably, superlinear performance arises in some cases. For example, the maximum clique of san200-0-9-2 is computed 82x faster using our parallel algorithm. The
superlinear performance arises in our parallel maximum clique algorithm by reducing the dependence
on the ordering of vertices by exploring multiple vertices simultaneously while cooperating by updating
bounds and sharing other information. Single process runtime in parentheses.

Definition 6.3 (temporal strong component).
Two vertices (u, w) are strongly connected if there exists a
temporal path P from u to w and from w to u. A temporal
strongly connected component (tSCC) is defined as a maximal set of vertices C ⊆ V such that any pair of vertices in
C are strongly connected.
While the vertices of a strong component in a graph define
an equivalency class, and hence, we can partition a network
into components, the same fact is not true of temporal strong
components. The vertices in a temporal strong component
can overlap with those in another temporal strong component.
Note that a temporal weak component is always equal
to the connected component in the static graph [54]. We
conclude by mentioning that stronger definitions of temporal
components exist. For example, the temporal paths used to
define a strong component can be further restricted to only
use vertices from the component C itself.
As previously mentioned, checking if a graph has a k-node
temporal SCC is NP-complete [5, 40]. Nonetheless, we can
compute the largest such strong component using a maximum clique algorithm. Let us briefly explain how.
The first step is to transform the temporal graph into
what is called a strong-reachability graph. For each pair of
vertices in V , we place an edge in the strong reachability
graph if there is a temporal path between them. In Algorithm 1, this corresponds to the reach subroutine. That

· our algorithm outperforms the competition dramatically,
· neighborhood core bounds help with challenging problems.
We recommend using neighborhood cores as they help the
algorithm terminate faster with challenging problems and
almost never take more than twice the time.

6.

TEMPORAL STRONG COMPONENTS

In this section, we use the maximum clique method as
a subroutine to compute temporal strong components [40].
Since this area is somewhat new, we review some of the basic definitions in order to motivate the relationship between
cliques and temporal strong components.
Definition 6.1 (temporal network). Let V be a set
of vertices, and ET ⊆ V × V × R+ be the set of temporal
6

method uses the temporal ordering proposed by [45] and
builds up temporal paths backwards in time. With this
reachability graph, the second step of the computation is
to remove any non-reciprocated edges and then find a maximum clique. That maximum clique is the largest set of
nodes where all pairwise temporal paths exist, and hence, is
the largest temporal strong component [40].

Algorithm 1 Largest Temporal Strong Component
1: procedure max-tscc(G = (V, ET ))
2:
ER = reach(G)
3:
Remove non-reciprocal edges from ER
4:
Compute the max-clique in the graph (V, ER )
5:
Return the subgraph of G induced by C

(a) Reachability (retweet)

(b) Temporal SCC (retweet)

Figure 7: In order to compute the largest temporal strong component, we first compute the strong
reachability network (a). These networks are rather
dense and often reveal clear community structure.
Here we see a clear communities for the political left
and right. We find that the largest temporal strong
component in the retweet network (b) consists of 166
twitter users classified as politically “right” according to the original data with only a single exception.

6: procedure reach(G = (V, ET ))
7:
Sort edges to be in reverse time order
8:
Set ER to be the set of all self-loops
9:
for (i, j, t) ∈ ET do
10:
Add (i, k) to ER for all k where (j, k) ∈ ER
11:
return ER

Table 2: For each temporal network, we list the number of temporal edges, number of vertices and edges
in the reachability graph, the size of the temporal
strong component, and the compute time for the
max clique.

6.1 Temporal Graph Data.
We use three types of temporal graph data. For all networks, we discard self-loops and any edge weights. In all
cases, the nodes represent people. And in all cases, the
largest temporal strong components reflect groups of people
that meet, interact, or retweet with each other sufficiently
often to transmit any message or meme.
Contact networks. The edges are face-to-face contacts
(infect-dublin, infect-hyper[32]). See ref. [53] for more details
about these data.
Interaction networks. The edges are observed interactions such as forum posts (fb-forum [41]), private messages
(fb-messages [42]), or emails (enron [14]). We also investigate a cellular telephone call network where the edges are
calls (reality [21]).
Retweet networks. Here, the edges are retweets. We
analyzed a network of political retweets centered around the
November 2010 election in the US (retweet [15]). A similar
dataset is a retweet and mentions network from the UN conference held in Copenhagen. The data was collected over a
two week period (twitter-copen [1]).
Hashtab networks. Again the edges are retweets associated with a hashtag. We collected these from Truthy [60] on
September 20th, 2012. Of these, only a few had non-trivial
temporal strong components which we discuss below.

graph

|ET |

|VR |

|ER |

ω

Time (s.)

infect-dublin
infect-hyper

415k
20k

11k
113

176k
6.2k

84
106

<.01
<.01

enron
fb-forum
fb-messages
reality

50k
33k
61k
52k

151
897
1.9k
6.8k

9.8k
71k
532k
4.7M

120
266
707
1236

<.01
0.02
0.05
0.19

retweet
twitter-cop

61k
45k

18k
8.6k

66k
474k

166
581

0.02
0.22

mittromney
bahrain
barackobam
alwefaq
justinbieb
occupywall
gmanews
lolgop

8.5k
8k
9.8k
7.1k
9.6k
3.9k
8.8k
10k

7.8k
4.7k
9.6k
4.2k
9.4k
3.6k
8.3k
9.7k

108
129
226
355
442
931
1.1k
4.5k

5
8
10
16
17
18
22
42

<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01

largest clique in all of these networks, and we are quickly
able to reduce the remaining search space when it isn’t the
largest k-core as well.
There are a few interesting properties of these temporal
strong components. In the contact networks (infect-hyper
and infect-dublin), both of the largest strong components
had about 100 vertices, despite the drastically different sizes
of the initial dataset. We suspect this is a property of
the data collection methodology because the infect-dublin
data were collected over months, instead of days for the
infect-hyper. In the interaction networks, the temporal components contain a significant fraction of the total vertices,
roughly 20-30%. In the retweet networks, these temporal
strong components are a much smaller fraction of the total
vertices in the graph. Given the strong communication pat-

6.2 Results and analysis
Figure 7 shows the reachability and largest temporal strong
component from the retweet network about politics. It took
the maximum clique finder less than a second to identify this
clique. We summarize the remaining experiments on the
temporal strong components in Table 2. For all of these networks, we were able to identify the largest temporal strong
component in less than a second after we computed the
reachability network. There are two reasons for this performance. First, in all of the networks except for the interaction networks, the largest clique is the set of vertices with
highest core numbers. Second, our heuristic computes the
7

on networks.

tern between these groups, they are good candidates for the
centers communities in these networks. Finally, the hashtag
networks have small temporal strong components. Only a
tiny fraction of the total users participate in them.
Together, these results show that temporal strong components are a strict requirement on a group of nodes in a
network. For instance, there is a considerable difference in
the size of temporal strong components between networks
with asymmetry in the relations (retweets and hashtags)
compared with networks with symmetric relationships (fbforum, fb-messages, and reality). This finding may be important for those interesting in designing seeded viral campaigns on these networks.

7.
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